INTRODUCTON
Simulation systems are quite often developed in the context of a particular problem. To a degree, this is true for SIMPLE, an event based simulation system, and CARE, the computer array emulator that runs on SIMPLE. 1 The problem motivating the development of both SIMPLE and CARE was the performance study of 100 to 1000-element multiprocessor systems executing a set of signal interpretation applications implemented as "1000 rule equivalent expert systems" [2] .
A set of constraints pertinent to this problem governed the design of SIMPLE/CARE. The applications represented significant bodies of code and so simulation run times were expected to be an important consideration. Moreover, the issues involved with the interactions of multiprocessor system elements were sufficiently unexplored prior to simulation that simplifications in the CARE system model, specifically with respect to element interactions, were suspect. This need for detail was, of course, in tension with the need for simulation performance. The ways that simulated system components would be composed into complete systems was initially difficult to bound. Further, it was clear that the models of these components would be elaborated over time and would undergo substantial change as design concepts evolved. It was also clear that the ways of examining the operation of these components would change independently (and at a great rate) as early experience indicated what alternative aspect of system operation should have been monitored in any given completed run. The design goals that emerged then were (1) that the simulation system should support the management of substantial flexibility with regard to simulated system structure, function, and instrumentation and (2) that, in order to accomplish runs in acceptable elapsed times, the detail of simulation should be particularly focused on the communications, process scheduling, and context switching support facilities of the simulated system --that is, on just those aspects of system execution critical to multiprocessor (as opposed to uniprocessor) operation.
Design Time Interaction And Run Time Operation
Encapsulation of the state of design components with the procedures that manipulate that state is one clear way to manage design evolution. Such encapsulation partitions the design along well defined boundaries. Components (by and large) interact with other components only through defined ports. Connections between components terminate at such ports. When a system simulation is initialized, connections are traced so that for every port, the simulator knows the connected (terminating) ports together with their containing components. Once such initialization is complete, that is, throughout the simulatioa run, assertions about the state of a port of one component can be directly translated to assertions about the state of connected ports of other components.
Partitioning issues of system structure, component behavior, and instrumentation into separate domains of consideration helps in managing a design that is both fluid and complex. System structure, that is, the relationship between components, can be specified through use of an interactive, graphics structure editor and is largely independent of component function per se. Component behavior is encapsulated in a set of definitions pertinent to the given class of component. Each component in a SIMPLE simulated system is a member of a class defined z: that component type. Instrumentation is automatically and invisibly made part of the definition of each simulated component that is to be monitored during a run. This is done by arranging that the class of every component to be monitored is a specialization of the general instrumented-box class. The basic data structures and procedures for monitoring simulated components and maintaining the organizational relationships between each component and its related instrumentation are inherited through this general, ancestral class and are thus made a separate, substantially independent consideration in the design. * A further partitioning of concerns is employed to separate out the definition of the application programming language interface and its support (as provided by CARE) from the underlying information flow control governing component behavior.
The behavioral descriptions of components (which are expressed as sets of condition/action rules) deal generically with gating information, independently of the structure of the information, between ports of the component and its internal state variables. This is separated in the component model definitions from the functions performed to create and manipulate the information so gated.
The simulated implementation of the application programming language support facilities, on the other hand, relies only on the specifics of the maformation and its structure and plays no part in gating it between the components of the system. Changing the definition of the application language is thus done independently of changing component flow control behavior.
The application programmer and the implementer of the application language interface may use whatever data structures seem suitable to them, be they numbers and keywords or procedure bodies and execution environments. The simulation system doesn't care.
The component probe definitions, that is, the specifications of what information should be captured for each component type, are separated from the descriptions of the behavior of such components. In designing for flexibility in the instrumentation system, it turned out to be important to further divide the information presentation from the information collection issues. The mapping from particular component probes to particular instrument panels and the transformations to be applied to the information as it passed from a given kind of probe to a given panel (and between panels) is captured in the instrument specification. This is a definition of what kinds of panels are included in an Instrument, how they fit on an instrument screen, how they are labeled and scaled, and what information from which kinds of probes are displayed on each panel. The instrument specification also indicates what kinds of probes are to be connected to which kinds (that is, which classes) of components in the system.
Putting together all the definitions of components, component probes, panels, instruments, applications interfaces, and inter-component relationships is done in a set of design time interactions by a system architect. These interactions are used by the simulation system to generate efficient run time representations so that simulation performance goals can be met. Figure 1 illustrates the partition between design time interactions and simulation run time operation. Structure editing pulls together components from the component library to produce a circuit. Associated with some components in the library, there are definitions for the syntax and underlying mechanisms of a multiprocessor applications language. These specify the interface used to provide the program input to the multiprocessor system being simulated. The definitions used to generate component probes are associated with each library component to be monitored. There may be several such definitions, each appropriate to measuring a different aspect of the associated component's operation.
An instrument specification selects from these definitions, elaborates them with selections from a set of probe operation modules to include any pre-processing (for example, a moving average) to be calculated by the probe, and indicates under what conditions what information from the probe is to be sent to which panels of the instrument and how it is to be transformed and displayed there. Instrument specifications also partition the screen among the panels of the instrument. The end product of these design time interactions is an Instrumented circuit and an instrument. The instrument comprises a set of instrument panels and a set of constraints relating them to the instrument screen. The instrumented circuit ties together instances of components, probes, ..nd panels for a simulation run.
For each defined class of component and its associated probes, the design time interactions produce code bodies that accomplish simulation operations during a run. It is an attribute of the underlying Lisp base of the simulation system that changes in these definitions have immediate effect even during a simulation run --an important capability during debugging.
STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION
Design time interactions to specify a system include the establishment of component relationships. Such specifications can be said to accomplish the composition of the system from its components and so define its structure. SIMPLE supports hierarchical composition: components may be described in terms of a fixed set of relationships among their subcomponents. Additionally, such composite components may have function beyond what can be inferred strictly from their composition.
All this can then be included a higher level composite and so on indefinitely, until the top level "circuit", the system structure, is reached.
Composition is described graphically and interactively in SIMPLE by picking a previously specified component type from a menu, placing it in relationship to other components with "mouse" movements, and, through the same means, specifying the connections between its selected ports and those of other components.
Although any connection of components can be created by the means noted previously, for some repetitive, well patterned systems of connections, composition can be automated. The CARE library includes a component, the iterated-cell, which represents a template for the creation of composite components by iteration of a unit cell. The specializations include a method for responding to a request to provide a wiring list. Such a list associates each source port of a cell with the corresponding destination port (in terms of port names) and the position of the destination cell relative to the source cell in the iterated structure. The iterated cell component uses this information to make the required connections between each of its constituent cells.
INSTRUMENTATION
The results of a simulation are primarily the insights .it provides into the operation of the simulated system. The "insight" we frequently experienced using an early version of the simulation system was that more interesting results could have been produced by the run just completed if only the instrumentation had been different. With this in mind, the design for the current ver -n of the simulation instrumentation system was aimed at flexibility. Tl'i was attained v .out significant performance impact by building efficient run-time system structures before each run, as outlined in section 1.1, from the declarations defining the instrumentation.
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